
ABOUT CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP ESSAY

Corporate citizenship, or corporate social responsibility (CSR), is an important business practice of corporate
self-regulation based on compliance with ethical.

They are the world's largest publicly traded international oil and gas company. According to Mayers and
Smith , a corporate charter serves as the major foundation of power Corporate Social Responsibilities words -
6 pages corporate social responsibilities. References Asongu, J. The cardinal dogmas of planetary citizenship
include regard for any and all fellow planetary citizens. Vindel L. While the United States Constitution was
created in order to form a more perfect union, it is up to us, as citizens of the United States, to uphold all that
has been established within this union This Corporate Ethics, a Business Asset words - 4 pages Social
responsibility, corporate citizenship. May, S. In the engagement stage, companies will often develop policies
that promote the involvement of employees and managers in activities that exceed rudimentary compliance to
basic laws. They take T. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. The greatest challenges to change are the
current economic system, nationalism, tribalism in which is included religious fundamentalist churches and
misogyny. It can be again argued that Corporate Citizenship just functions as a new description of existing
concepts. Corporate citizenship represents a set of positive business practices aimed at creating an impact for
the industry and for the whole society. A corporation being a good corporate citizen does not only strive after
giving something back to their stakeholders and communities, but strives also after increasing its profit,
complying with the law and fulfilling ethical norms. Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this
website! At present, corporations are capitalised and valued as such; but, as many have said, they should be
valued on what they do, not on what they are nominally worth on the stock market. The advantages of
bringing in a third-party firm are numerous. Reputation is a very fragile thing, and those companies which do
not adhere to the principles of corporate citizenship might suffer business losses due to one or two incidents.
For long-term investors, such characteristics of the company as responsibility and credibility are important, as
well as such issues as product safety, compliance with legal regulations and workforce policies. There is no
single consensus on the meaning of global citizenship. McElhaney, K. As trust in business and government
falls to a real low point, the initiative must be seized by all those in quiet leadership positions to stop tinkering
at the edges and to focus on changing the system. Corporate social responsibility has undergone a definitional
evolution over the past half century but has always and will always remain an essential part of business
language. By , Apple had inspected nearly suppliers and had terminated 11 for serious violations. Essay - The
concept of citizenship and its boundaries are contested, yet its plainest definition is to be a member of a
political community, and possess legal rights and duties. In the context of globalisation. The lone manner to
truly accomplish a permanent alteration is to farther develop a globally connected mentality and prosecute
those around to further just. Essay on Hospitality Management And The Hospitality Industry - More
hospitality management positions are being taken by graduates of hospitality management programs than ever
before. Weaknesses of the equivalent view of CC However, the question arises, why the term Corporate
Citizenship was introduced when it defines an already existing approach. Then Apple went through engaged
stage, it turned to Social Accountability International and announced it had joined the Fair Labor Association.
This process means that Apple is in the innovative stage and they continue in the process of auditing and
tracking improvements. So, how did we get to this state? And its ensure compliance by conducting hundreds
of audits per year worldwide. TheStakeholders being employees, partners, clients, shareholders, suppliers,
communities andThe natural Corruption in Politics words - 11 pages part of being a corporation and whether a
corporation can even be considered a citizen in a democracy. Thus, CSR is primarily a strategy of large
corporations. The corporation is a legal fiction â€” a bizarre creation which under the law passes as an
individual, whereas of course it lacks body, soul and mind. When Apple investigated and found some
violations of its supplier code of conduct, which it had introduced in  For many, it is seen as a law unto itself
which threatens to eat us alive. The FLA can certainly claim to be more independent. The ethical approaches
of purpose, principle and consequence are integral components of business social performance; itemizing
these contributions involves incorporating the interests of ethics and morality within the corporate structure


